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Abstract. This chapter approaches the image retrieval system on the base of the 
colors of image. It creates fuzzy signature to describe the color of image on 
color space HSV and builds fuzzy Hamming distance (FHD) to evaluate the 
similarity between the images. In order to reduce the storage space and speed 
up the search of similar images, it aims to create S-tree to store fuzzy signature 
relies on FHD and builds image retrieval algorithm on S-tree. Then, it provides 
the content-based image retrieval (CBIR) and an image retrieval method on 
FHD and S-tree. Last but not least, based on this theory, it also presents an 
application and experimental assessment of the process of querying similar 
image on the database system over 10,000 images. 
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1   Introduction 
It is difficult to find similar images in a large database of digital images. There is a 
solution to solve this problem, such as: text-based image retrieval (TBIR) based on 
the keywords [4, 5] but it is time-consuming and unfeasible for many different 
applications. Moreover, the process of labeling depends on the semantic description 
of the image. So the image retrieval system on the base of the content is developed to 
extract visual feature to describe the content of image. A number of image retrieval 
system was built as: QBIC, ADL, Virage, hAlta Vista, SIMPLYcity,… 
In recent years, the works of query image regarding CBIR, such as: the image 
retrieval system on the base of the color histogram [4, 5], the similarity measure of 
image on the base of combining color and texture image [7, 8], image retrieval 
technique Variable-Bin Allocation (VBA) using signature and the S-tree [6],… 
In the approach of the paper will create the fuzzy signature of an image. The 
content of the paper will aim to efficient query “similar images” in a large database 
system of digital image. There are two major targets are used to reduce the amount of 
storage space and speed up the query image on large database systems. It also builds 
an evaluation method of similarity measure of image on fuzzy measure Hamming and 
builds an image retrieval method on the S-tree. 
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2   The Related Theory 
2.1   Fuzzy Signature 
The fuzzy signature F  with a length m  is a vector 1 2( , ,..., )mf f f , with 
[0,1]if ∈ , 1,...,i m=  [1, 2]. 
The conjunction of fuzzy signatures iF  and jF is a fuzzy signature: 
1 1 2 2( , ,..., )i j i j i j i jm mF F f f f f f f∧ = ∧ ∧ ∧ , with min{ , }i j i jr r r rf f f f∧ = , 1,...,r m=  
The disjunction of fuzzy signatures iF  and jF  is a fuzzy signature: 
1 1 2 2( , ,..., )i j i j i j i jm mF F f f f f f f∨ = ∨ ∨ ∨ , with max{ , }i j i jr r r rf f f f∨ = , 1,...,r m=  
2.2   S-Tree 
S-tree [1, 3] is a tree with many branches that are balanced; each node of the S-tree 
contains a number of pairs ,sig next〈 〉 , where sig is a binary signature and next is a 
pointer to a child node. Each node root of the S-tree contains at least two pairs and at 
most M pairs ,sig next〈 〉 , all internal nodes in the S-tree at least m and at 
most M pairs ,sig next〈 〉 , 1 2m M≤ ≤ ; the leaves of the S-tree contain the image’s 
binary signatures sig , along with a unique identifier oid for those images. The S-tree 
height for n signatures is at most log 1mh n=  −  . The S-tree was built on the basis of 
inserting and splitting. When the node v is full, it will be split into two, at the same 
time the parent node parentv  will created (if not exist) and two new signatures will be 
insert to node parentv . 
Each query signature will do the top-down order and can traverse many paths from 
root to leaf because the signature query can be match with many signatures at internal 
node in the S-tree. 
2.3   FHD Distance 
For two vector n-dimensional real value x and y , difference fuzzy set as ( , )D x yα , 
with membership function as
2( )
( , ) 1
x y
D x y e
α
α
µ − −= − . At that time the fuzzy Hamming 
distance [1, 2] between x and y with sign ( , )FHD x yα is the fuzzy cardinality of the 
difference fuzzy set ( , )D x yα  and has membership function matching parameter 
α as ( , ) ( ) :{0,1,...,n} [0,1]FHD x yµ α → . Moreover ( , ) ( ( , ))( ; ) ( )FHD x y Card D x yk kαµ α µ= , with 
{0,1,..., }, | ( ( , )) |k n n Support D x yα∈ = . 
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3   Building Data Structures and Image Retrieval Algorithms 
3.1   Creating a Fuzzy Signature of the Color Image 
Step 1. Choose a standard color set 1 2{ , ,..., }nC c c c=  to calculate the color 
histogram of the images. To quantify the image I in order to retain only the dominant 
colors 1 2{ , ,..., },I I II nIC c c c= the color histogram vector of image I is 1 2{ , ,..., }
I I I
I nI
H h h h= . 
Step 2. Calculate the color histogram vector standardizes 1 2{ , ,..., }nH h h h= , where 
I I
ji j jh h h= ∑   if i Ic C C∈ ∩ , otherwise 0ih = . 
Step 3. Each color Ijc  will be described into a fuzzy signature with length m 
as 1 2 ,...,
j j j
mf f f . Therefore, fuzzy signature of the color image I  will 
be 1 1 1 2 2 21 2 1 2 1 2,..., ,..., ... ,...,
n n n
m m mf f f f f f f f f , in which: 0
j i i
i
i
h i h mf
i h m
 =  × 
= 
≠  × 
 
Setting 1 2 ...
j j j j
mF f f f= , the fuzzy signature of the color image will be 
1 2
...
nFuzzySig F F F=  
3.2   The Similar Measure FHD 
Each fuzzy signature 1 2 ... nIFuzzySig F F F=  of image I as vector 1 2( , ,..., )I nV v v v= , 
in which
1
( ) mi ii k
k
v weight F w
=
= = ∑ , with 
1 2 ...
i i i i
mF f f f=  and 
0 0
100 0
i
k
i
k i i
k k
f
w kf f
m
 =

= 
+ × ≠

 
Setting J as an image to calculate the similarity in comparison with the image I , so 
we need to calculate the Hamming distance between two vector 1 2( , ,..., )I I II nV v v v=  
and 1 2( , ,..., )J J JJ nV v v v= . The fuzzy distance FHD is as follows: 
( ( , ))
0
( , ) ( ( , )) ( ( ))nI J I J Card D V VI JiFHD V V Card D V V i iα α αµ== = ∑  
In there, ( ( , )) ( ) ( ) (1 ( 1)) min{ ( ), (1 ( 1)}Card D V VI J i i i i iαµ µ µ µ µ= ∧ − + = − + , ( )iµ  as an 
i-th largest value of function iµ corresponds to fuzzy set 
1
( , ) nI J i
i
D V V iα µ
=
= ∑  and 
(0) 1, ( 1) 0nµ µ= + = . At that time, the different levels of IV  and IV  on k the 
component is as follows:  
( , ) ( ( , ))( , ) ( )FHD V V Card D V VI J I Jk kα αµ α µ= , with {0,1,..., }, | ( ( , )) |k n n Support D x yα∈ = . 
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3.3   Creating S-Tree Based on FHD Distance 
In order to reduce the storage space and increase the query speed, the paper aims to 
create the S-tree to store the fuzzy signatures of image. Each node in the S-tree stores 
elements{ , }FuzzySig next〈 〉 , with FuzzySig  is the fuzzy signature and next  is the 
reference pointer to child node. The leaf node store elements{ , }FuzzySig Oid〈 〉 , with 
FuzzySig  is a fuzzy signature of each image and Oid  is an identification of the 
corresponding image. The process of creating the S-tree is based on inserting and 
splitting the node in the tree [3, 6]. The algorithm which creates the S-tree to store the 
fuzzy signature is as follows: 
Input: FS = {<FuzzySigi, Oidi> | i = 1,…,n} 
Output: The S-tree 
Algorithm1. Gen-FuzzyStree(S, Root) 
Begin 
Step 1. v = Root; 
 If FS = ∅ then STOP; 
 Else Choosing <FuzzySig, Oid> ∈ S  
     S = S \ <FuzzySig, Oid>; 
 To go step 2; 
Step 2. If v is leaf then 
 Begin 
  v = v ∪ <FuzzySig, Oid>;  
  UnionSignature(v); 
  If v.count > M then SplitNode(v); 
  To go back Step 1; 
 End 
 Else 
 Begin    
  FHD(SIG0→FuzzySig, Fuzzysig) 
   = min{FDH(SIGi→FuzzySig,FuzzySig)|SIGi∈v}; 
  v = SIG0→next; 
  To go back Step 2; 
 End 
End. 
The Algorithm1 gives signatures FuzzySig from set of signatures FS into the S-
tree. Each signature FuzzySig will be inserted into the suitable leaf node. If the leaf 
node is full, the process of splitting node will do and the S-tree will grow in height 
towards the root of the tree. At each inside node of the S-tree, the priority will go 
towards the similarity FHD more and this process will be approved until we can find a 
suitable leaf node. 
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Each signature need to insert will browse through the height log 1mh n=  −  , with m  
is the minimum signature of a node in S-tree. Setting k is the length of each 
signature. Every node in tree has maximum M  signature. So, the browser to find the 
appropriate leaf node would cost a maximum of log 1mk M n× ×  −  . However, if we 
find the suitable node that is full, we have to split node. The splitting node relies on 
seedα − , seedβ −  is done as follows: 
Input: Node v 
Output: The S-tree after splitting node 
Algorithm2. SplitNode(v) 
Begin 
Create the node vα  and vβ  contains seedα −  and seedβ −  
v = v \ { seedα − , seedβ − } 
For (SIGi ∈ v) 
If (FHD(SIGi→FuzzySig, seedα − )< 
EMD(SIGi→Fuzzysig, seedβ − ))then  
 vα  = vα  ∪ SIGi; 
Else vβ  = vβ  ∪ SIGi; 
sα = iSIG
α∨ , with iSIG v
α
α∈ ; sβ = iSIG
β∨ , with iSIG v
β
β∈ ; 
If ( parentv != null) then parent parentv v sα= ∪ ; parent parentv v sβ= ∪ ;  
If ( .parentv count  > M ) then  SplitNode( parentv ); 
If ( parentv = null) then Root = { sα , sβ }; 
End. 
Procedure UnionSignature( v ) 
Begin 
s = iSIG∨ , with iSIG v∈ ; 
If( parentv != null) then 
Begin 
 vSIG = { iSIG | iSIG next→  = v , }i parentSIG v∈ ;  
 parentv → ( )vSIG FuzzySig→  = s ;  
 UnionSignature( parentv ); 
End 
End. 
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3.4   Image Retrieval Algorithm Based on the S-tree 
After storing the signature and identification of image on the S-tree, the process of 
querying provides the signature of the image on the base of browsing the S-tree with 
the similarity measure FHD. After finding similar image signatures, based on the 
identification of specific image, we find the image similar to query image. For this 
reason, the problem is to find the signature of the image and identification of 
corresponding image. This is done as follows: 
Input: Query signature FuzzySig and the S-tree 
Output: SIGOUT={<SIGi, Oidi> } reference to images 
Algorithm3. Search-Image-Sig(FuzzySig, S-tree) 
Begin 
v = root; SIGOUT = ∅; Stack = ∅; Push(Stack, v); 
while(not Empty(Stack)) do 
Begin 
v = Pop(Stack); 
If(v is not Leaf) then 
begin 
 For(SIGi∈v and SIGi→FuzzySig∧FuzzySig=FuzzySig) do 
 FHD(SIG0→Fuzzysig, FuzzySig) = 
min{FHD(SIGi→FuzzySig, FuzzySig)| SIGi ∈ v}; 
 Push(Stack, SIG0 → next); 
end 
Else  
 SIGOUT=SIGOUT∪{<SIGi→FuzzySig, Oidi>|SIGi ∈ v}; 
end 
return SIGOUT; 
End. 
S-tree is a tree with many branches which are balanced, in addition to, at each node of 
the tree will be browsed in the direction of the next best similarity, which will cost up 
to browse the tree is log 1mh n=  −  . The search process on the tree is done similar 
to the browsing of the tree, so the cost of the query on the S-tree will also be 
log 1mk M n× ×  −   , with k  is the length of each signature, m  is the minimum 
number of signature, M  is the maximum number of signature of one node on S-tree. 
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4   Experiment 
4.1   Model Application 
 
Fig. 1. Model image retrieval system using FHD and S-Tree 
Phase 1: Perform Preprocessing 
Step 1. Quantize images in the database and convert to a color histogram. 
Step 2. Convert the color histogram of the image in the form of fuzzy signatures. 
Step 3. Respectively calculate the similarity measure FHD distance of the fuzzy 
signatures and insert into the S-tree. 
Phase 2: Implementation Query 
Step 1. For each query image, calculate the color histogram and convert into fuzzy 
signatures. 
Step 2. Perform fuzzy signature query on the S-tree consisting of the similar image 
signature at the leaves of the S-tree through the FHD measure. 
Step 3. After finding similar images, conduct arrangement of similar levels from high 
to low and make the title match with the images arranged on the basis of similarity 
FHD distance. 
4.2   The experimental results 
Each image will calculate the color histogram based on 16 colors: BLACK, SILVER, 
WHITE, GRAY, RED, ORANGE, YELLOW, LIME, GREEN, TURQUOISE, 
CYAN, OCEAN, BLUE, VIOLET, MAGENTA, RASPBERRY. 
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Fig. 2. Some results of the process query image in COREL database over 10,000 images 
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Fig. 3. Number of comparisons to create S-tree; the time to create S-tree (in milliseconds) 
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 Fig. 4. Number of comparisons to query; the time to query (in milliseconds) 
According to the experiment shows the process of creating the S-tree from the fuzzy 
signature of the image takes time-consuming, but the query image relies on the S-tree 
do much faster than the linear search method on the base of FHD distance. 
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5   Conclusion 
In the experiment, the paper created the fuzzy signature to describe the color’s image 
and showed the similar image retrieval algorithm, at the same time, experimented to 
query image on the base of the content. However, using the distribution of the 
image’s color will result in inaccuracy in the case of images with the same percentage 
of color pixels, but the color distribution location does not correspond to each other. 
The next development will assess the similarity of the image with location 
distribution of the percentage of color pixels and compare objects in the contents of 
image to increase accuracy when querying the similar images. 
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